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Filling
a Dental
Hygiene
Cavity
A Dallas alumna’s invention
is changing the Dental
Hygiene industry.
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WELCOME MESSAGE
Greetings to our Concorde Alumni!
In our last issue, Tawnya talked about the importance of
community and giving time and energy to an organization
that you love. It got me to thinking that this would be a
great opportunity to talk to all of you about a nonprofit
that is near and dear to everyone here at Concorde.
Concorde Career Colleges Scholarship Foundation, a
registered 501(c)(3), is a charitable and educational
organization that provides scholarships to help future
Concorde students who have a passion for healthcare and
who have demonstrated good academic achievements.
The Foundation also provides financial assistance to other
charitable programs in the communities it serves.
Kozet Patric Boyd was an accomplished Respiratory
Therapist who spent 11 years teaching at our North
Hollywood campus. Kozet truly epitomized Concorde, our
Values and our Mission. To honor her selfless dedication
to her students, the Concorde Scholarship Foundation has
created The Kozet Boyd Memorial Scholarship.
Funds raised by the Concorde Foundation help qualifying
students underwrite their dream of joining America’s next
generation of health care professionals and carrying on the
spirit of Kozet by supporting other community outreach
organizations across the country.
We’d love to have you, our Alumni, involved as well.
Perhaps your employer is looking for an opportunity to
partner with a nonprofit, maybe you have a great memory
of Kozet you’d love to share or maybe you are looking for
a worthy cause to donate to. If so – we’d love to hear from
you. Give us a call at 913-831-9977.
Thank you for reading – and enjoy your spring issue!
Juli Fisher
Chief Financial Officer
Concorde Career Colleges, Inc.
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PROGRAM NEWS

Concorde Offers New DH Bachelor Degree Program
Concorde understands the
need to continually provide
meaningful health care
education to our past,
current and future students.
That is why we are pleased
to announce our new
Dental Hygiene Bachelor
degree program.
The Dental Hygiene Bachelor
of Science program allows any
graduate with an associate
degree in Dental Hygiene
from a Commission on
Dental Accreditation (CODA)accredited program and a
valid dental hygiene license
to earn a Bachelor of
Science degree.
A Bachelors in Dental Hygiene
is intended for individuals
wanting to enhance their
understanding of specialized
populations, different theories
for educating patients and
the role of public health and
disease etiology.

Current Registered Dental
Hygienists can stay abreast
of their field by earning their
bachelor’s degree. This may
provide other opportunities
such as roles in management,
research and teaching.
Concorde’s mission and hope
for the new program are to
provide a supportive learning
environment in which the
student has the ability to
acquire advanced theoretical
knowledge and professional
attributes necessary to pursue
different career avenues
within the Dental Hygiene
field or the educational side
of Dental Hygiene.
The program strives to instill
the importance of continued
personal growth, leadership
skills, continued professional
commitment, on-going
community involvement and
continued research that can
benefit the students in their
professional career.

Dental Hygienists are integral
members of the dental team
who use enhanced dental,
clinical and social skills to
aid individuals in achieving
optimum oral health. They also
get the opportunity to educate
patients on ways to maintain
and improve their oral health.
Dental Hygienists usually use
a variety of tools to do their
jobs, such as ultrasonic tools to
help clean teeth, air-polishing
tools to remove stains and

various powered tools to
polish teeth. Hygienists also
use X-ray machines to capture
images of the mouth for teeth
and jaw issues. The bachelor’s
degree helps continue to
refine understanding of the
various tools used.
Employment of Dental
Hygienists is projected to grow
20 percent from 2016 to 2026,
which is much faster than the
average for all occupations
according to the Bureau of
Labor Statistics. As the large
baby-boom population ages
and efforts increase to expand
access to oral hygiene, services
will continue to drive demand
for preventive dental care.
Do you hold an associate
degree in Dental Hygiene
and currently have an active
DH license? Have you been
thinking about going back to
get your bachelor’s degree?
Now is the right time and
Concorde is the right place.
Further your education and
take your health care career
in a new direction.
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PARTNERSHIPS IN THE COMMUNITY

CAMPUS PRESIDENT
SPOTLIGHT

Live Streaming Sponsorship
The Concorde-Portland team
is happy to announce that
they are now the Official
2019 Facebook Live Partner
for the Live Broadcast of the
Portland Pickles.
Last season, over 97,000
sets of eyes viewed the
team’s 1st season of live
stream broadcast. This year,
Concorde-Portland will be the
official sponsor of the stream.
There will also be a Concorde
banner in the outfield and –
even more exciting – meet and
greet events on campus with
the players and their mascot,
Dillon the Pickle.

According to Campus President
Kim Ierien, “The partnership
is a great way for the campus
to continue their outreach in
the Portland area. There is a
great energy in the stadium.
It’s a fun environment and we
feel like this is a great match
for both Concorde and the
Pickles.”
The Pickles are a collegiate
woodbat team playing in the
Walker Stadium in Lents Park.
The team has been playing
in the area for the last three
seasons. It’s a great familyoriented event to attend!
The season runs June
through August.

Meet Chris Burgio, Southaven
Campus President
After studying sports and business administration
at Belhaven University on a football scholarship,
Chris Burgio worked in the banking and finance
industry for 13 years with a short amount of time
in semi-pro sports.
“I thought I would stay in banking until I retired,”
Burgio explained when talking about what
brought him to Concorde. “Then one day my
neighbor told me about an instructor position at
a career college near me. I applied, was hired and
never looked back on the banking industry.”
Burgio spent time as an instructor, program
director and director of career services before
finally landing in his current role as Campus
President for the Southaven, Mississippi, campus.
“The college’s mission statement and core values
are what drew me to Concorde,” Burgio said.
“I agree with the student-first approach. It’s a
core belief I have and I love that the organization
I work for believes the same.”
When discussing the role of being a campus
president, Burgio noted, “I see the potential in
students even when they can’t. I’m constantly
searching for new ways to reach students,
especially those who give up quickly, because
I never want to give up on them.”
“I am thankful every day that I get to step foot on
my campus, work with students and represent my
college in the community. I couldn’t ask for a better college to work for and people to work with.”

Dillon the Pickle gets a taste of career training at the Portland campus.
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FEATURE ARTICLE

Three Decades of Service to the Concorde Family
A native Long Island, NewYorker, Terri and her husband,
John, relocated their young
family to Florida in the 1970s
for his job. After some years
of excelling as a “domestic
engineer” and taking care
of the family household
and raising children, Terri
acknowledged her desire to
return to the workforce.
“I decided I needed to go
back to work because I was
forgetting what it was like to
talk to an adult,” she quipped.
That’s when an experience
with a family health emergency introduced her
personally to the medical
field—and she was hooked.
She enrolled as a non-traditional student in Concorde’s
Medical Assistant program and
set out on a new path.

Terri McKague in her natural element inside our Jacksonville Medical
Assistant classroom–where she has spent her long career educating
Concorde students.

Current U.S. Department of
Labor statistics indicate the
average employee time served
at a company is 4.2 years.
This quarter’s feature story
focusing on an outstanding
alumna simultaneously salutes
a Concorde associate whose
service shatters that norm.
We’re proud to introduce you
to Concorde – Jacksonville
Medical Assistant alumna and
instructor, Terri McKague, who
is celebrating an amazing 32
years on the Concorde team
this year!

“I wondered what I was getting
myself into because I was a
good bit older than all my
classmates,” Terri said.
But she did it. She completed
our Medical Assistant program
in 1987 with three young
children in tow and almost
perfect attendance. She was
hired from her externship and
worked in several different
positions after school, just
“trying to find the right fit.”
Then the call came from
Concorde for a role on our
Graduate Employment Team.
“It was like a miracle falling
from the sky,” she said.
And the rest is Concorde
history!

Terri helped our students
and alumni with finding their
career paths on our Graduate
Employment team for over
eight years, but eventually
moved to the classroom when
an opportunity for a Medical
Office Professional instructor
came open. She taught billing
and coding in that program for
a while, but then moved back
into her originally intended
career field of medical
assisting as an instructor in
our program. That eventually
led to her becoming the
Medical Assistant Program
Director for the Jacksonville
campus in 2004. Now she’s
back in the classroom and
doing what she’s loved most
all these years.
“It feels like it was a blink
of an eye,” she said. “Every
anniversary is a milestone
because I love what I do.
There is so much for students
to learn about this career.
Their minds can be like
sponges—and I want to
fill them!”
Terri is now the proud mother
of three married adults and
has one grandchild. She says
it was her family who kept her
relevant for her students all
these years.
“My children were my
resource. They helped me
get through to the students
more easily. I always wanted
to come to the classroom
and have students think I
was ‘cool.’ I hope that’s
how it has happened.”
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After such a long and
successful career with one
company, we had to ask Terri
for her best advice for the next
generation of aspiring health
care professionals.
“Always have respect,” she
said. “Love what you do—
because if you don’t, it shows.
Be committed to whatever it
is you decide to pursue. And
always give back!”
“My career with Concorde
has allowed me to be myself.
Traditional college was not for
me, so I’m very satisfied with
the path I took. It’s been a
great journey!”
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We can only guess how many
minds, lives and careers Terri’s
commitment and dedication
have impacted and inspired
during her career. What better
means to convey appreciation
for over 30 years of service
than the words of the people
she has influenced the most—
her colleagues and her former
students/fellow alumni:
“We are so proud to have
Terri as a member of our
instructional team. She
inherently puts the students
first and consistently goes
above and beyond to ensure
their success. A treasure and a
valued member of

our Concorde family!”
— Melissa Ryan, Campus
President
“She truly is the best part of
the Medical Assistant program.
This lady is amazing!”
— Evelyn R., alumna
“I would go through the
Medical Assistant program
all over again just to be in
Ms. McKague’s class. She’s
the only reason I didn’t give
up in the beginning of my
journey in medical assisting.
She’s a true example of a
professional, empathetic
and loving instructor!”
— Jeanae C., alumna

“I have worked with Terri for
24 years at Concorde. She is
a pleasure to work with and
has always gone above and
beyond for our students.
Terri has a bright personality
and disposition which makes
being around her a pleasure
for coworkers and students. I
am proud to be considered a
friend as well as a coworker.”
— Dorothy Pulver, Registrar
“Ms. McKague is AMAZING.
She is very knowledgeable
and professional and really
cares about her students.”
— Veronica L., alumna
“I will never forget her from
when I was in the program
in 2008. She was always
so amazing and kind!”
— Melinda H., alumna
“Terri is an inspiration to all
of us. She has held different
positions within the company
and is very knowledgeable.
She has adapted to many
changes through the growth
of the company and has given
support, motivation and
dedication to her coworkers
and her students. She is a
leader, confidant and a
mentor to many!”
— Connie Miller, Medical
Assistant instructor

Terri has been providing our students caring, personalized instruction for rewarding careers in allied health for
32 years!

(Editor’s note: You can leave
your own feedback on Terri’s
legacy on the Concorde Career
College Facebook page, where
she was recently featured in
our national #ConcordeWorks
social media alumni spotlight
series!)
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ALUMNI SPOTLIGHT

Filling a Dental Hygiene Need
Aurelia Byrne’s invention is changing the Dental Hygiene world
“To have both hands available
to scale and use indirect
vision with my mouth mirror
is amazing,” Anderson said.
“Not only does this help
my posture, it allows me to
provide a more comfortable
patient experience!”
Aurelia smiled as she mused,
“I just thought there should be
an easier way.”
Her product is currently
patent-pending and in soft
launch, but it’s likely headed
to a market near you soon!
A True Entrepreneur

Innovator and entrepreneur: Concorde alumna Aurelia Byrne proudly introduces the AflexX Assist Arm to the
dental hygiene industry.

Aurelia Byrne saw a need in
the dental care industry—so
she filled it.
After spending her entire
professional career in
dentistry, the 2016 ConcordeDallas alumna recognized the
need for a “third arm” to aid
in dental procedures and to
help maintain the well-being
of dental professionals to
practice in longevity. That’s
how she came up with an
all-new device for use in
dental practices. She calls it
the AflexX Assist Arm.
“The AflexX is the result
of a combination of what
I learned in Concorde’s

program and my own prior
experience,” Aurelia said.
“Our instructors were focused
on proper instrumentation
and ergonomics because
they care about the health
of hygiene professionals. The
device is designed to hold the
saliva ejector so it doesn’t
drag like a fish hook out of
the patient’s mouth or so the
patient doesn’t have to hold it.
It serves for patient comfort as
well as for proper ergonomics
for practitioners.”
How does it work? The AflexX
mounts to the back/side of
the dental chair and extends
outward. The suction snaps

into the opposite end and
then the flexible tube can be
positioned where the hygienist
needs it—literally serving
as a third arm.
“The AflexX is an amazing
device,” said Carrie Bostick,
RDH. “Most practitioners
struggle with numerous
discomforts in the head, neck
and hands, but using the
AflexX helps eliminate many
of these symptoms that are
contributed to the repetitive
functions one performs on
a daily basis.”
Dental Hygienist Taylor
Anderson agrees.

Inventing new tools of the
trade is not the only way
Aurelia is advancing the
dental hygiene field. Her
entrepreneurial spirit has led
her to several other major
contributions to the industry.
“I started young,” she said. “I
worked as a dental assistant
and an instructor for 25
years. That provided a great
foundation, but I wanted to
take my skills and passions to
the next level.”
At the age of 40, she enrolled
in Concorde’s Dental Hygiene
program to become more a
provider of care. And her new
career has been influential in
ways besides the invention of
the AflexX.
Among those? She recently
co-wrote and published a book
called Hygiene with Heart that
is rooted in the concept that
oral health is linked to overall
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health and that the mouth is
a window to the rest of the
body. She also hosts a regular
podcast called “Symplifi
Health,” which provides news
and education on the similar
theme of an overall wellness
approach to dentistry. She
was also instrumental in
establishing the non-profit
Chew Foundation—an
organization devoted to
helping people get their oral
cavity in top shape who might
not otherwise have the means
due to lack of insurance.
Dr. Jill Wade is Aurelia’s
partner for all these
endeavors (and her employer
at Stonebriar Smile Design
in Frisco, Texas.) She says
Aurelia’s commitment is
contagious.
“You can’t train passion,” she
said. “Aurelia is a model of
how dentistry can be managed
at its highest level. She’s a
reflection of my own passion
and entrepreneurialism. Her
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path has brought a rarity of
experience from the range
of roles she has played. She’s
an asset, and I feel like we’re
blessed to be in dentistry
together because we are able
to get to know our patients
and make a difference in
getting them to health!”
Role of Career Training
Aurelia is careful to pay proper
respect to the role her career
training education played in
her success—particularly on
the part of her instructors.
“Tammy Fisher and all the
faculty at Concorde – Dallas
are truly invested in the
well-being of dental hygiene
practitioners. They care about
the long-term effects of the
profession due to ergonomic
concerns and repetitive
motion. Their guidance
regarding practitioner
well-being was what prompted
me to consider there was
something lacking in the

Cover to cover: Aurelia’s book, co-authored with Dr. Jill Wade,
approaches the connection between oral health and overall health.

field. And that led me to the
invention of the AflexX.”
“I believe in career training,”
Aurelia said. “People don’t
realize the accreditation rigor
and the behind-the-scenes
effort that goes into meeting
all standards and providing
top-notch training—both in
the classroom and in the lab.”
“I’m a result of the
commitment of the
exceptional people Concorde
hires to train the next
generation of health care
professionals. The Dallas
Dental Hygiene program

boasts an extremely high-end,
experienced faculty. They are
tremendous!”
(Editor’s note: To learn more
about the AflexX, find out
where you can tune in to
Aurelia’s podcast or learn how
to get your copy of her book,
visit her website at www.
aflexxassistarm.com.)
Want to tell your story?

If you would like to share
how Concorde played a part
in your journey to a new
future, please reach out to
alumni@concorde.edu.

The AflexX attached to a dentist’s chair—ready to assist dental
professionals in their next procedure!
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MARKETING PROMO

Concorde Tampa Welcomes Jerry Springer
The students and staff at the
Concorde-Tampa campus
couldn’t have asked for a more
beautiful day to hold their
open house on March 8, when
they welcomed the one-andonly celebrity talk show host,
Jerry Springer! The CW44sponsored event brought
prospective students, alumni
and fans to campus to see
up-close what Concorde has to
offer–along with lunch and the
opportunity to meet Jerry!
“When we were approached
by our station partners last
year about the event, we were
extremely excited,” said Lisa
Reinhart, Senior Marketing
Director at Concorde. “Jerry
is a TV icon, and to be able to
bring him on campus during
our event was an easy decision. Our Tampa campus is a
hidden gem, and it gave us the
opportunity to showcase what
we do to a whole new audience of people.”

During the event, guests were
able to grab some station
swag, have their pictures
taken, grab a boxed lunch from
Chick-fil-A and take a group
tour through both buildings
to see our demos in action.
Hudson High School even
brought a field trip to campus.
After the event, Jerry stuck
around campus to take
his own tour and spent
time with our Surgical
Technology students in their
demonstration lab. He spoke
to the students about the
impact that they were making
not only to their families,
but to their communities.
He also talked about the
future of health care from the
eyes of an aging population
and thanked all of our staff
for their dedication to our
students.
It was a great time had by all!

Jerry meets with some Lamplighter students!

Jerry poses with a very excited Concorde associate, who brought along
some light reading!

Surgical Technology students give Jerry an up-close look at Concorde’s
hands-on training.
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CAREER CORNER

Tips and Tools for Your Next Job Hunt
We’ve all been in that place
where you need to find a job –
but aren’t sure where to start.
We all want to find the right
job opportunities and make
ourselves stand out in today’s
competitive market.
The good news is – there
are hundreds of tools to use
for finding the perfect job,
ranging from generic and niche
job boards to social media
channels, networking groups
and staffing agency websites.
The bad news is – it can be
easy to get overwhelmed by all
the options.
We sought advice from our
Orlando campus Director of
Student Affairs, Liane PardoMansfield, and Graduate
Employment Specialist, Akiya
Nivens, on what tips and tools
they suggest to students when
looking for a job.
Finding Your Way Online
In today’s job market, most of
the searching and applying is
done online as compared to
years past when you would
look at the newspaper or mail
out resumes. The options
seem endless when it comes
to different tools to use online.
“I have the students use
e-Hired, Indeed or LinkedIn
typically, but any of the job
search engines are great
places to start,” Nivens said.
“Finding employment is a
numbers game. I suggest you
apply for 10 jobs a day, which
should turn into five potential
interviews per week.”

Pardo-Mansfield agrees about
e-Hired. “It’s is a great tool
for building your resume,
receiving daily job leads and
searching for new jobs.”
When it comes to doing
research on possible
employers, Nivens tells
students to use Glassdoor,
“Which is a great website
where employees and former
employees anonymously
review companies and their
management. Glassdoor also
shows job openings within the
company once you’ve created
a profile.”
“It is also wise to research
the Deptartment of Labor’s
website, which gives up-todate statistics and wages for
the field you’re interested in,”
Nivens explained.

What to Do Offline

Campus Support

Even though much of your job
search will happen online, there
are still things you can do offline
that will help you find the job
you’re looking for.

Another great offline
resource is Concorde’s
Graduate Employment
Resources (GES) team.
They help complete interview
prep, spruce up your resume
and learn about new leads
that come in regularly.
“Maintain a good working
relationship with your GES
team and be responsive to
contact attempts,” PardoMansfield said. “If you
don’t answer your phone
or email, the opportunity
could pass you by.”

Pardo-Mansfield says to hit the
pavement.
“Do field marketing by carving
out an area within the zone you
want to work that is densely
populated with medical or dental offices pertinent to your field
and visit all of them. Dress to
impress, bring your resume and
go with an attitude of expanding
your network,” she said.
“Never forget the old saying,
‘It’s not what you know, but
who you know. Simply use all
your resources by asking the
simple question ‘do you know
anyone hiring,’” she explained.

Using these tips and tools
won’t guarantee you get a
job, but your chances are far
greater if you do. Put in the
work and utilize all the tools
you can. The right job is out
there for you!

CALENDAR OF EVENTS

Connect With Concorde

APRIL 2019
1-30 Occupational Therapy Month
1-11 Student Surveys • North Hollywood & Southaven
6-12 National Dental Hygienists Week
14-20 Neurodiagnostic Week
21-27 Medical Lab Tech Week
22-26 Administrative Professionals Week

MAY 2019
6-12 National Nurses Week
4 March of Dimes/March for Babies Walk • Memphis
9 Commencement • Tampa
12 Mother’s Day
18 Military Awareness Month & Armed Forces Day
18 Pharmacy Technology Ribbon-Cutting • Dallas
19 NAMIWalks • Dallas
27 Memorial Day • Campuses Closed

JUNE 2019
6 Alumni Mixer • Grand Prairie
13-20 National Nursing Assistants Week
13 Father’s Day
26 Annual Men’s Health Fair • Memphis

A PAUSE FOR PET PARTNERS
Omgosh. So. CUTE.
Pardon us as we get the “warm and
fuzzies” for this pause to celebrate some
of our favorite community partners—our
four-legged therapy animal friends!
Our friends at Therapy Animals of San
Antonio and Mo-Kan Pet Partners in
Kansas City (a division of Pet Partners)
routinely stop by our campuses to
introduce our students to the role therapy
animals play in patient care.
We’re especially excited that our
Kansas City campus was the site where
Mo-Kan’s Sheyenne (see photo above)
celebrated her 100th visit to a community
site for education on the service these
animals provide.
According to the American Veterinary
Medical Association, animal-assisted
intervention is designed to “promote
improvement in human physical, social,
emotional or cognitive function. Animalassisted activities provide opportunities
for motivation, education or recreation to
enhance patient quality of life.”
These guys definitely enhance our lives!
We look forward to all future visits from
our furry friends!

